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ROLIHLAHLA MANDELA (later Madiba to his countrymen, Nelson to the wider world)
was born into a British-ruled South Africa in 1918. The Natives Land Act—passed just

Advertisement

five years previously—was already enforcing mass segregation. By the time Mandela
reached the age of 30, government laws were becoming even more oppressive and the
Apartheid system was introduced. Prospects for black citizens were deteriorating, with
average income increasingly dwarfed by the wages of ethnic whites.
At the point of Mr Mandela's arrest in 1962, the wage gap had yawned wider still,
continuing along the same trend throughout the majority of his years behind bars. Against
immense international opposition and the pressures of sanctions, black nationals
remained suppressed beneath Apartheid rule, despite constituting an increasingly larger
proportion of the populous. Towards the end of Mandela's incarceration—through to the
abolition of Apartheid—fortunes did reverse slightly, but by now the disparity had grown
so large that it barely made a dent. Income growth improved substantially for all South
Africans after his 1994 election victory, but sufficiently more so for whites, and the
balance has been disproportionately weighted in their favour—and increasingly that of
Asian South Africans—since he stepped down in 1999.
Under its own majority rule, the lot of the ever-growing black population—today forming
over three-quarters of the national total—has been notably poor. Misguided governance,
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low-quality education, skills shortages and massive unemployment levels of around 40%
have left it more disadvantaged today than when Nelson Mandela was still behind bars.
Black income has virtually flat-lined, betraying tremendous gulfs between the wealth of
the different racial groups. Sadly, the nation Mandela leaves behind today remains one of
the least equal in the world.
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Nothing surprising there, if human resources (i.e., the quality and relevance of education and training)
are a major driver of incomes and to a lesser extent, distribution. There is plenty of evidence that the
public education system has deteriorated since the end of Apartheid.
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The graph is rather useless without showing the timeline of international embargo and sanctions
imposed on South Africa. Remarkable increase in income of whites after 1994 could be due to the
fact that commodities and resources from abroad were available again and international business
could pick up. I do not know much about SAR, but I guess these were mostly in the hand of whites.
Embargos serve the purpose - the political change, but do nothing in terms of inequality. The elites
always find a way around how to survive and thrive, while others can earn decent income only
through petty deviations and crime. At least this is my experience from Serbia and Montenegro where
the reason for embargo was not so much internal discrimination, but international effects of
nationalism. Once the embargo is lifted, everyone is better off - but it is very difficult to eradicate
criminal activies, illegal trade and petty deviations from law and tax avoidance.
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femi Dec 8th, 17:34

Some of this discussion is founded on dishonesty. For example on average Africans south of the
Sahara desert are have darker skin colour than northern Europeans. This is an empirical fact and
should not generate debate. So what if in point of fact it does turn out that indeed some people are
more intelligent than others; should that generate debate even in the face of facts ? Everyone including black people have to be honest in the face of facts and not try to distort reality to suit their
prejudices or agenda. Again what if one were to argue that black people are better athletes or more
musical than say Caucasians, would that call for a heated debate again, even if the parameters for
making such an assertion were murky and unclear ? Let us start with honesty, and then perhaps we
can all move forward.
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I think your point about athletics and music is very relevant. As has also been said, the problem
is not necessarily racism but does relate to race (else we would not be debating it).
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It seems to me that a European would have as much difficulty in succeeding in China or Japan as
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an African has in adopting to Western civilization. This difficulty does not relate to intelligence and
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runs deeper than culture. A European is not Chinese or Japanese and the difference is

Cassandra | The World in 2014

somewhat akin to talent. Everyone is good at being what they are and nothing else.

Charlemagne | European politics

If the above is correct, an African living in a European based society is analogous to an ant in a
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beehive. The same applies to a European living in an Asian based society.
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fr.retief Dec 8th, 08:16

Gulliver | Business travel
Newsbook | News analysis
In my humble opinion - probably the single biggest factor here is education.

Prospero | Books, arts and culture

Wealthy white South Africans have largely abandoned the public education system for semi-private

Pomegranate | The Middle East

and private schools. The public education sector is held hostage by teacher's unions and the

Schumpeter | Business and management

government lacks the political will to reform it substantially. I do not see how a black child in a school

The Economist explains | Questions answered daily

that lacks electricity or running water, who has not been supplied with textbooks or learning materials
because of corruption in the tender process, whose teacher is absent without leave for an average of
10% of teaching time, can gain skills that will allow him to compete.
In South Africa there will always be a job for someone with skills, black or white - there is a general

Products & events

shortage of professionals and managers. If you are unskilled however, you have to take what you can
get - and that is very little. I recall figures in an article in the Economist a few issues ago that quoted
general unemployment in South Africa as 40%, whilst amongst whites it is 7% - about the same as in
the US.
The historical wealth of whites allow them to escape this trap, and taking it from them will not benefit
blacks. Black South Africans do not have the opportunity, and is reliant on the government to give
them this most basic of leg-ups. It fails them.
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income disparity prevails. I refer you to guest-sjiamil below. Can an ant be educated to become a
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I don't know if an ant can be educated to become a bee.
I do know for a fact that a well-educated black person can be as good a doctor, accountant,
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lawyer or teacher as a white person.
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hilarie malmberg Dec 7th, 22:11
It seems the more racist of these comments tend to be long on bias and conjecture and short on any
background knowledge or historical context.
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guest-sjiamil Dec 7th, 21:29

The world-wide disparity between Black and White earnings is perplexing. It is interesting to compare
the situation to the insect world and speculated whether it is possible for ants to run a bee hive. If this,
in some sense, is analogous to the problem under discussion then racial differences are partly
evolutionary, genetic and cultural. If this is correct, the problem is more than skin deep and far more
complex than commonly thought. Tackling it in the manner thus far adopted does not appear to be
achieving the desired results.
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hilarie malmberg Dec 7th, 21:11

Why are we surprised that there is rampant income inequality in South Africa, when the people of
South Africa ended up on the rotten side of a bum deal, when, in their rush to gain political power, the
ANC was outmaneuvered in its negotiations with de Klerk’s Nationalist Party on economic policy?
While the ANC focused on Parliamentary control, it negotiated away economic control and ended up
“caught in a web of arcane rules designed to confine and constrain the power of its new elected
leaders.” Where economic economic reparations, creation of jobs, home building, even the
distribution of crucial AIDS medicine to the townships to treat and control AIDS were impossible to
implement due to this “web” of rules and agreements initially struck with the de Klerk government--is it
any surprise then that the new South African government was hobbled by inherited debt, privatization
of services, and the Thatcher/Reagan era doctrine of “free market capitalism, deregulation and trickledown economics?
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guest-sjiamil in reply to hilarie malmberg Dec 7th, 22:37

I disagree with most of your comments. The Constitution was the only negotiated element of the
transition from apartheid. There were not constraints placed on economic policy or a 'web' of
rules and agreements, only the Constitution which has been widely praised. The Mbeki
administration obstructed AIDS treatment which was rolled out without difficulty when Zuma
became president. You are correct about the debt situation. With regard to privatization and
capitalism, nothing much has changed since 1994 and the ANC have not expressed any desire
for significant change. The ANC have the required majority to amend the Constitution but have
expressed no dissatisfaction with it.The main reasons for government non-delivery are
incompetence and corruption. Most government departments under-spend their capital
expenditure budgets and over-spend on admin costs. There is also much misappropriation of
funds, wastage and irregular expenditure - R31 billion in the last year.
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QpZyFkRF9j Dec 7th, 21:03
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The article says that income increased mostly for whites since the end of apartheid, which is not what
the graph is showing: since 1990, the income for blacks was multiplied by 2 when the income for
whites was multiplied by 1.7.
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guest-sjiamil in reply to QpZyFkRF9j Dec 7th, 23:27

Your factors of 2 for blacks is not representative of the true situation for most blacks. In South
Africa there are a number of politically connected and newly created black millionaires and
billionaires; a black middle class equal in numbers to the white and which includes a hoard of
over-paid government employees; then the millions of poor and unemployed.The income
distribution is hugely skewed. Accommodation, food and transport costs have rocketed since
1994 and many blacks live in squatter camps. Their standard of living has dropped since
apartheid times when such camps did not exist and unemployment was nowhere near current
levels.
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QpZyFkRF9j Dec 7th, 21:02

The article says that income increased mostly for whites since the end of apartheid, which is not what
the graph is showing: since 1990, the income for blacks was multiplied by 2 when the income for
whites was multiplied by 1.7...
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Nic Roets Dec 7th, 17:44

There are many pitfalls in concentrating on income inequality. For example, emigration of the wealthy
will result in lower inequality, more unemployment and reduced service delivery.
Rather concentrate living standards: How many people have electricity, clean water and adequate
food.
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guest-sjiamil Dec 7th, 17:14

From your graphic it appears that Whites and Asians (not Blacks) were the real economic victims of
apartheid (possibly do to sanctions). If so, all talk of the 'previous disadvantaged' used to justify BEE,
Affirmative Action, etc is fictional.
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Nic Roets in reply to guest-sjiamil Dec 7th, 18:00

As a white South African, I can tell you that money is not everything: The police force and the
judiciary is so dysfunctional that crime is rife. Service delivery is poor (frequent disruptions to
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water and electricity).
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Abdussamad Dec 7th, 14:14

Mandela is loved by the west precisely because he compromised and allowed the whites to retain
economic power. That is why things haven't changed. The people who stole have not been brought to
justice.
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guest-sjiamil in reply to Abdussamad Dec 7th, 20:18

Mugabe has been less compromising than Mandela and the outcome is a spectacular disaster.
Over one million Zimbabweans have fled to S Africa which demonstrates that they are better off
there. I am a white S African and have stolen nothing. The present ANC are extremely corrupt. It
is officially reported that over R30 billion was misappropriated by them over the past 12 months.
Despite widespread poverty, the current president has built himself a country palace to the value
of over R200 million with a connecting road costing almost R300 million. These projects were
undertaken by the Public Works Dept.
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JohanNrn_swe Dec 7th, 14:02

The chart would have been far more interesting if you had used a logarithmic scale for average
income.
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Momodu Aruna Dec 7th, 10:52

whoever wrote this LIES indeed is myopic and stupid :centuries of colonial damage does not take
20years to correct !
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ZA Observor Dec 7th, 06:39

Amongst the 55 million deaths around the globe annually, Mandela is a speck who appreciated his
insignificance better than the media and political circus cashing in with nauseating paeans of
obsequious praise on his demise.
His humility is the consequence of consciousness, the dawn of realisation that no soul is more
important than the other 2 who pass from this life every second. He started the change, but his ANC
has been rather more successful in feathering their own nests than of uplifting the people or job
creation - this too, is an inconvenient truth amply demonstrated in graphic form.
Get a life, move on - most South Africans already have.
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TheImmortal in reply to ZA Observor Dec 7th, 13:26

ZA Observor comment belie authenticity and sincerity; clearly you are filled with envy, jealousy,
and racism. Who are you to tell those anywhere in the world how long they must mourn and your
fail attempt (in your comment here Online) to obfuscate the lethal RACISM that still exists in
South Africa. Who are you destructive and greed driven Soulless white trash to walk among the
world believing that you have the rights to everything anywhere in the world? What are you white
bastards sill doing in South Africa anyway? Still feeding your pitiless greed for wealth? Exploiting
all the natural minerals of South Africa; be happy Mandela did not repatriate you thieves years
ago. There is always two (2) sides to every story; you've had your say and now I've had mine.
Ditto!
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Biggsm0lx Dec 7th, 05:08

Let's go back in time to the Low Countries of 17th century, shortly before Van Riebeeck even set sail
for the Cape.
Compared to other Europeans, the Dutch were an unusually well-educated lot. A fair amount of the
men would have been able to read and write, and many of those who didn't had the knowledge of
specialised trades. Local engineers and artisans had the ability to build complex machinery and
clockwork. Dutch merchantmen sailed far and wide across the oceans, and Dutch trading posts
dotted the shorelines of distant lands. Their seamen were among the most skilled and sought-after in
the world, and their ability in cartography was unrivalled.
Meanwhile, contemporary south Africans had not discovered the sail, or the wheel or the division of
labour. Not one of them had any knowledge of writing.
Whatever the origins of inequality in south Africa, they were well-established even before the first
white settlers set foot on the cape. Blaming apartheid or colonialism for such an ancient disparity in
conditions is profoundly disingenuous.
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Jack Jewel in reply to Biggsm0lx Dec 7th, 22:12

In addition South Africa was uninhabited because tropical African crops did not grow in
temperate South Africa. Only after Europeans established a prosperous society did Africans
immigrate into South Africa. Not one prosperous African society exists in the world. African are
barely able to sustain themselves on the fringes of Western civilization. Fifty years of affirmative
action preferences in the USA yielded zero. Detroit is as impoverished and crime ridden as any
city in sub Sahara Africa.
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Melissia Dec 7th, 02:12

The amount of blatant racism in the comments section here utterly boggles the mind.
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femi in reply to Melissia Dec 7th, 11:31

This should not boggle your mind at all. Such comments are to be expected from redneck racist
who would distort a perfectly balanced and sober article to suit their agenda and racist beliefs.
This is truly sad. The article itself highlights the effects of complex historical antecedents which
require closer inspection in order not only to understand the causes of this phenomenon, but also
to give us an understanding of how best to tackle this problem. As for the racist nothing ever will
dissuade them form distorting even perfectly clear facts to promote their evil minded beliefs.
But again thanks to TE for drawing attention to these facts.
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Clearlier Dec 6th, 23:39

Lies, damned lies and statistics. This is one of the less useful graphs that the Economist has put up. If
I want to examine changes in inequality then I want to look at the rate of change relative to each
groups own baseline. The graph above misleads because it pushes you to compare change in
absolute terms. You look at the rate of increase because for example it's a lot easier for a group to
increase from 80 to 85 than it is for a group to increase from 5 to 10.
Without the numbers behind the graph it's difficult to draw too many conclusions but one observation I
think that I can make is that the average income of the black racial group increases at a greater rate
(compared to its baseline) than the other groups during Mandela's presidency. It looks in fact like
Mandela's presidency coincided with a fairly strong trend towards a reduction in inequality for all of
the racial groups. If those rates of change had been maintained we would be looking at a very
different South African society now.
Since he stepped down from the presidency it appears that the Asian racial group has had a
disproportionate rate of increase, the mixed race group has continued to reduce inequality with the
white group (but increased inequality with the Asian group) and the black group has increased
inequality with all of the other groups.
The 2 questions that I arrive at from looking at this graph are
1: Why did the rate of increase in Black income slow down ?
2: Why did the rate of increase in Asian income accelerate so dramatically?
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WM750 in reply to Clearlier Dec 7th, 01:32

Let me tell you what happened:
1. The black population were given the jobs of the whites! 1 million+ whites that were skilled,
private sector or government employees - they were retrenched when the ANC came into power
in 1994. The ANC chucked them AWAY. The ENTIRE South African government is almost black
now - 95%+. So that was the most punishing affirmative action program in history: that's how jobs
were created for 2 million + blacks since 1994 - the whites were retrenched by the millions and
had to start their own businesses.
Now that these "easy" white jobs have dried up, now the economy struggles to create jobs for the
young black South Africans! The South African government is already the WORLD'S LARGEST
government - larger than the US in terms of employees. When the 2008 crisis hit, the ANC
employed as many and as fast as possible, some of them doing infrastructure development jobs.
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So income of the black population has slowed down, mostly because there's no high paying
white jobs being "given" to them. The country has effectively lost about 500,000 jobs since 2008.
The World Economic Forum / IMF lists various reasons.
2. The South African Indians / Asians have always been very entrepreneurial. India / China has
done well the past decade or so, so those century old trade links with India have blossomed.
The Indians / Asians have also benefited from the removal of apartheid laws, which did isolate
and deprive them from many opportunities in the private sector and government. But Indians did
have good educational opportunities during apartheid. So they have a bit of an advantage over
the black and coloured population. Coloured in the South African sense, means white and black
or Asian and black families.
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WM750 in reply to Clearlier Dec 7th, 02:02

And now you can imagine, for a newcomer, to see these statistics, they cannot make any sense.
They obviously would propose: impose more socialism, more welfare etc.
Meanwhile in South Africa, the opposite of what they believe, has happened: the ANC has almost
completely abandoned whites: the white farmers received no subsidies. The whites businesses
received almost nothing. Not even the welfare organizations that looked after the white elderly or
orphans!
Nothing! The whites were to pay for apartheid...
Now, some are doing well, as entrepreneurs, some have succeeded at exporting to the world
market...
As for the black people population. 50 million+ were promised free jobs, free homes, mostly free
electricity, free water, free health care ( NDP 2016 ). All those beautiful things a natural resource
rich country like South Africa can afford to pay... to make up for apartheid. But they are not
entrepreneurial and are struggling to start their own businesses. Everyone wants to work for the
South African government, where salaries are 20%, to 50%, to 100% higher than those of private
sector.
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chakde Dec 6th, 23:11

All races are equal. Its only the opportunity that one needs to progress. I would say some cultures
value economic growth more than others. That is the reason we see the disparity in growth in
different cultures.
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Melissia in reply to chakde Dec 7th, 02:06

"All races are equal."
Not everyone would agree with you in spirit even if they would do so in letter; racism, misogyny,
homophobia, religious hate, and so on have often been reduced to where they are only ever
expressed in subtle, silent ways. Reduced, but not eliminated.
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guest-sjiamil in reply to Melissia Dec 8th, 10:38

This is not only a white black problem. In SA racism has been replaced by elitism. The black
female premier of Gauteng told protesters in a poverty stricken township that the government did
not care about their 'dirty votes'.
Racism is a form of tribalism, a fault which seems to afflicts blacks more than whites. To the
extent that this is true, calling whites racists is the pot calling the kettle black.
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retroarama Dec 6th, 22:26

Nelson Mandela's enduring legacy will always be the abolition of apartheid in South Africa.
It's hard to imagine that during the height of apartheid,in the 1950s South Africa actively sought
tourists proudly boasting ( without a whiff of irony) that South Africa was a land of contrasts. Slow to
oppose apartheid Americans traveled freely to this land of contrasts. Take a peek at these vintage
travel ads http://wp.me/p2qifI-1SJ
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